
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  SAVE YOUR BUILDING,  

  SAVE THE PLANET! 



 

 

 STORY OF A BUILDING 

By the early 60’s, the Soviet Union faced a housing crisis across 

the Comecon. The lack of housing was as much a function of 

the destruction caused by the second world war as it was a 

need to deliver tangible benefits and create an economy and 

industrial power. This required creating cities as well as 

rebuilding existing ones.1 

In the 50’s, “the USSR adopted the policy of turning the 

building industry into a mechanized process of assembling 

buildings by means of large prefabricated units...”2 This led to 

a mass construction effort thanks to a synthesis of technology 

and politics in architecture. 

In Eastern Europe, a top-down decision mandated the delivery 

of millions of square meters of residential buildings to be built 

quickly and cheaply. Faced with an unforgiving client, 

architects and engineers brought together both the latest 

scientific theories and with engineering practices in building 

construction. What is less well known is their use of process 

flows for building design construction methodology and 

supply chain organization. Already in the 30’s, “Arkady 

Mordvinov tested the so-called “flow method” of 

simultaneously managing building sites in different stages of 

completion,” a German innovation dating to the early ‘30s. By 

the late 40’s, the Industrial Construction Bureau was combining 

innovative project management and large panel construction.  

The lack of any energy efficiency design, was actually an 

engineering choice, as basically energy was a free commodity 

across the Soviet Union and therefore not a specific constraint 

for building design. This allowed the architects and engineers 

to design panels which were lighter but no less safe. 

Following the fall of the Soviet Union, a poorly maintained 

environment was mostly abandoned with practically all 

maintenance deferred. The buildings looked and look as 

though they were best torn down and a common belief was 

that they were built to last 30 years. It is estimated that over 

120 million families live in these multifamily buildings 

constructed between 1954 and the late ‘80s in East Europe. 

Deep renovation is the idea of capturing the full economic 

energy efficiency potential of your building with focus on the 

building fabric. It leads to remarkable energy savings and 

prolongs the life of buildings well beyond 30 years. 

Based on the successful implementation of a private finance 

Building Energy Efficiency Facility mechanism in Latvia (named 

LABEEF), the FinEERGo-Dom project is replicating the scheme 

in 5 other countries – Poland, Slovakia, Romania, Bulgaria and 

Austria. Despite challenging market conditions, such as 

uncertain or lack of housing policies, limited use of energy 

performance contracting, and regulatory barriers, the scheme 

has already financed portfolio of projects, setting the basis for 

a lasting legacy for Central and East Europe. Over time this 

instrument will help support the renovation of multifamily 

buildings and support communities and business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Special thanks to the SUNShINE (2014-2019) and ACCELERATЕ SUNShINE projects for allowing us to take 

advantage of their experience and case study materials. For more information, please visit sharex.lv. Projects 

SUNShINE and ACCELERATE SUNShINE are co-funded by the "Horizon 2020" Programme of the European Union 

Grant Agreement No. 649689 and No. 754080 

 

1 https://everything.explained.today/Urban_planning_in_communist_countries 

2 Development of large-panel building construction in the USSR in relation to Progress in the production of building materialsuDc 69.057.1 (47) B. 

R. RUBANENKO USSR Academy of Building and Architecture (USSR) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

Objective 

Building on the successful implementation of a 

private finance Building Energy Efficiency Facility 

(“BEEF”) in Latvia, the FinEERGo-Dom project 

team will explore replication of the mechanism in 

another 5 European countries – Poland, Slovakia, 

Bulgaria, Romania and Austria. 

Throughout the project, partners will engage with 

a range of stakeholders, including policy makers, 

homeowner associations, energy service 

providers and financing institutions. 

Introduction 

The overall concept of the financing mechanism is that it 

is possible to achieve large scale investment of building 

renovation by: 

 

SUNShINE multi-stakeholder platform is a core tool of 

any deep building renovation project-simple enough to 

use as a single entity, such as an ESCO tendering for 

future projects, but robust enough to serve as the core 

tool of the Building Energy Efficiency Facility structuring 

demand and following the financing and technical 

scheme of building renovation projects across 6 

countries. This multi-stakeholder platform follows each 

step of project implementation from initial concept to 

aggregation while ensuring the highest levels of legal 

and financial security, transparency and respecting the 

needs of each stakeholder. 

ALIGNING THE INTERESTS

MEASURING RISKS 

STANDARDIZING PROCESSES AND DOCUMENTATION

REDUCING TRANSACTION COSTS

Targeted Results 

• Providing safe, healthy and sustainable buildings 

through energy savings; 

• Improving the lives of thousands of citizens across 

Central and Eastern Europe;  

• Minimizing energy consumption, currently 

generated mainly through coal and other fossil fuels; 

• Taking action in 6 countries with common building 

stock due to historic legacy and with similar social 

and economic challenges; 

 

 

 

 

 

Investments 
EUR 340 mln 

Energy Savings 
160 GWh/year

Renovations 
1.5 mln m2



 

 

 

 
 

In Poland, most apartments are in multi-family buildings, and 

the largest group of them is those built in 1961-1980. Multi-

family buildings use almost half of the total final energy 

consumed in buildings. The basic energy carriers used to 

space heating are solid fuels. Therefore, achieving energy 

savings through thermo-modernization of non-insulated 

buildings and inefficient heating systems gives the potential 

for both improving air quality and saving costs associated 

with environmental pollution. 

 

After analyzing the age structure of buildings, the technology 

used and the state of thermo-modernization, significant 

energy saving potential was found. A selected age group of 

buildings to be included in the thermo-modernization 

program are buildings built in 1967-1985. Thermal 

modernization will allow to achieve savings exceeding 100 

TWh per year. 
 

 

 
 

Approximately 70% of the Latvian population lives in housing 

blocks built in the Soviet period until the Year 1992. Average 

lifespan of these buildings is coming to an end and technical 

conditions of multifamily buildings are rapidly deteriorating 

because of the lack of proper maintenance. In many 

occasions it happens due to the apartment residents’ lack of 

awareness about property management and financing 

opportunities for larger construction works of the apartment 

building. 

 

The Latvian experience in this project serves as an example 

for how to replicate a similar financial scheme, as well as 

systems and procedures, and finally the stakeholder 

ecosystem in each piloting country. When evaluating the 

lessons learned from Latvia, the main takeaway is that a 

sustainable financial instrument is only successful if all 

stakeholders are aligned. Collaborating with the consortium, 

the partners with experience in Latvia (Fcubed and ESEB), 

provide an overview of the Latvian public and private 

building situation as it is now. This summary builds on the 

work completed by ESEB and its partners in the Accelerate 

SUNShINE and SUNShINE projects. 

 

 
 

POLAND
100 TWh potential 

savings per year

LATVIA 70% live in blocks



 

 

 

 
 

The building stock is significant according to data available 

from the National Institute of Statistics, at the end of 2018 

(in brackets always the reference value 2010/11), the total 

number of residential household units (clădiri cu locuințe, i.e. 

individual units, including flats in apartment blocks and 

single residential houses) is 7 million (5.1 million). The 

number of all buildings (residential and public) is 10 million 

(8.4 million). Of the residential buildings, 54% are located in 

urban areas. Furthermore, the breakdown of residential units 

shows that out of the 7 million units, 57% are apartments in 

blocks, and 43% are single-family houses. 

 

A total of 83,799 buildings can be labelled as “blocks of flats”, 

of which 79,077 are located in cities and municipalities and 

4,722 in communes. The total building floor is consisted of 

493 million m2, out of which residential buildings represent 

86% (426 million m2) and non-residential buildings 

represented 14% (67 million m2). Most of Romania’s 

residential “block” buildings was built during the communist 

regime (especially, 1961-1980) with little regard to energy 

efficiency. Consequently, Romania’s primary energy intensity 

of 0.227 toe/1000 EUR is 1.89 times higher than the value 

of this indicator for the EU-28 average. 

 

 

 
 

Slovakia is the first country in the European Union to have 

legislation prepared under the Eurostat rules, which allows 

for public authorities not to incur public debt in cases when 

they realize energy efficiency measures under a pre-

approved EPC contract template. 

 

Slovakia has set a target of 52.17 GWh of annual savings in 

the public buildings sector and 948.75 GWh of annual 

savings for the final consumer. According to APES SK, 

Slovakia can save approximately EUR 60 million in energy 

costs per year from the implementation of energy efficiency 

projects. In the Slovak industry, projects with only 20% 

average savings can save even EUR 340 million per year. In 

Slovakia, roughly 25% of public buildings are currently 

restored, while the public sector has approximately 15,000 

buildings.  
 

 

 

 

 

ROMANIA
1.89 times higher energy 

intensity

SLOVAKIA
48.75 GWh of annual 

savings targeted



 

 

 

 

 
Recent changes in the Energy Efficiency Act oblige local 

energy traders to realize energy savings that should amount 

cumulatively by the end of 2020 to 2 772 GWh. The scheme 

will be prolonged till 2030 and talks are on the table for even 

further extension, which guarantees a multibillion market for 

energy efficiency in Bulgaria. 

 

The amount of EUR 2.3 billion is planned to be invested in 

residential and non-residential buildings by the year of 2030 

in an effort to reach the parameters of the National Energy 

Efficiency Obligation Scheme (EEOS). Total renovated area in 

that case is estimated to be just 6%, which is another clear 

sign of great market potential and big opportunity for 

improvement of people’s home conditions in the long run.  

 

A very positive new development is the open data policy by 

Sustainable Energy Development Agency (SEDA), allowing 

for identification and allocation of investment ready energy 

saving possibilities owing to the Enerfund project. At this 

stage over 5 000 energy audits are registered, prescribing 

investments of nearly EUR 800 million.  

 
 

 
 

In 2017, greenhouse gas emissions in Austria amounted to 

82.3 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (Mt CO2 

equivalent). Emissions were above the levels of 2016. Mainly 

responsible for the increase was among others an increase 

in fossil fuel consumption, along with an increase in the 

amount of electricity generated from natural gas. 

Greenhouse gas emissions in the buildings sector in 2017 

amounted to 8.3 Mt CO2 equivalent.   

 

To achieve the long-term targets, far-reaching changes of 

society and the economy are necessary. The focus should be 

on investments in long-lasting infrastructures and 

sustainable technologies. Regarding buildings the high 

energy efficiency standards have to be implemented. The 

federal government has already started the programme 

“phase-out of fossil fuels” and to promote a circular 

economy. 26% of energy in Austria (296 PJ) is used for the 

conditioning (heating and cooling) of the buildings. 
 

 

BULGARIA
EUR 2.3 billion to be 

invested

AUSTRIA 8.3 Mt CO2 for 2017



 

 

 
 

  

The Building Energy Efficiency Facility mechanism aims to stimulate projects for deep 

renovation of buildings through energy performance contracting (EPC+) in the following 

ways:   

• Standardization of contracts, procedures and processes delivered through an 

online platform. Standardization allows for energy efficiency service providers or 

developers, not currently involved in the energy efficiency market, to implement 

projects at scale. Simultaneously, building owners, who do not possess the 

necessary skills and expertise, can gain comfort that a standard set of procedures 

is being followed.   

 

• Separation of performance and payment risk allows for risk allocation to 

those that can manage it best:  

✓ Developers focus on the implementation of projects and delivery of results  

✓ Financing entities manage and price project and payment counterparty 

risk separately   

✓ The investment cost of saved energy is paid through an on-bill mechanism  

 

• Long term funding for renovation of buildings   

The Facility finances buildings renovation following a set of pre-approved Investment 

Guidelines, covering financial, technical, and legal eligibility. Through these set of 

governing guidelines, the interests of all stakeholders are aligned to those of the final 

beneficiary in delivering “Guaranteed Safety, Health and Comfort” ™ throughout 

the whole contract duration of 15-25 years. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The project process starts with 

identification of a public or residential 

building for renovation. As well as energy 

audit, the Energy Efficiency Service 

provider/developer undertakes 

structural analysis of the building. The 

EES provider then signs a Performance 

Contract with the building owners 

and finances the implementation of 

the project either through own equity or 

working capital facility from a bank.  

After one heating season, when the 

delivery of savings is verified by an 

independent auditor, the Facility 

purchases the performance contract 

from the EES provider. Repayment of the 

investment cost is done through an on-

bill repayment mechanism.  

Residents are often discouraged from undertaking 

renovation of buildings because of the perceived 

complexities and lack of trust and transparency 

throughout the process. In Latvia, Ekubirojs (ESEB) has 

played an important role in project facilitation and in 

supporting owners throughout the renovation journey.  

The NGO based entity was established in 2012, with the 

prime aim to help stakeholders organize their building and 

organize the renovation process in a manner that best 

protects the interests of the owners and the residents. 

ESEB facilitates project implementation to garner owner 

and building resident support through our co-design, 

collaborative methodologies that ensure successful 

project facilitation. First established to promote Energy 

Efficiency and green investment in the Baltics, Ekubirojs is 

now expanding their work across Eastern and Central 

Europe because of the potential of leveraging the 

tremendous energy savings opportunities in Soviet Era 

buildings.  



 

 

Deep Renovation of Building 

Thermal Insulation of Roofs and Technical Attic 

Before the implementation of this energy efficiency measure 

it is always important to ensure that the roof is in good 

technical condition. If not, the roof needs to be fixed. 

Installing loft insulation in an uninsulated pitched roof or 

technical attics (cold roofs) is likely to be the most cost-

effective way to improve the efficiency of your building fabric. 

Flat roofs with warm deck (warm roofs) in a building without 

loft and technical attics is more difficult and expensive to 

insulate than cold roofs; however, this measure is appropriate 

for uninsulated roofs. 

Thermal Insulation of Exterior Walls 

High energy losses occur through the fabric of the walls. 

Improving insulation here is an important measure, which 

help both to save energy and to protect your building from 

further deprivation. 

In comprehensive energy renovation, façade walls and plinth 

are important influencer in the protection of a wall’s structural 

components, the energy efficiency of the building and the 

health of its occupants. These are protected with a layer of 

thermal insulation for example with and external thermal 

insulation composite system (ETICS) or with a ventilated 

façade system. 

Windows and Doors 

High energy efficient windows improve indoor comfort, 

unwanted air leakages and contribute to improve building 

energy performance. 

The replacement of original doors and windows requires 

particular attention to site supervision during the installation 

phase. This must ensure effective sealing between sills, jambs 

and window frames for proper air tightness. 

Basement 

The thermal insulation of the basement ceiling is particularly 

relevant for cold unheated basements. For implementing this 

measure is very important to empty the cellar, so that the 

insulation boards can be freely installed on the substrate. 

Electrical cable, lighting points, water, canalisation and 

heating pipes should not obstruct the application of 

insulation and be either removed or properly embedded in 

the insulation layer. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The core tool of the  FinERRGo-Dom  project  is  the  SUNShINE  online  

platform  that  structures demand  and  follows  the  financing  and technical  

scheme  of  projects.   

This multi-stakeholder platform is designed to follow each  step  of  project  

implementation  from  initial  concept  to aggregation  while  ensuring  the  

highest  levels  of  legal  and  financial  security,  transparency  and respecting 

the needs of each stakeholder. The platform captures all information 

concerning the organizations, the buildings (assets), the project (technical 

and design) and the transaction (legal and financial).  

It incorporates the “BEEF Investment Guidelines”, the rules approved by the 

supervisory body of the Building Energy Efficiency Facility, the “BEEF” of each 

partner country.  

Therefore, partner organizations can structure demand through the online 

platform (“SUNShINE”) for project implementation through each   

transaction, including monitoring and evaluation of the renovation. 

What is more, the SUNShINE Platform is fully aligned with the plans of The 

European Commission to launch an open platform bringing together the 

buildings and construction sector, architects, and engineers to: 

• Develop innovative financing possibilities; 

• Promote energy efficiency investments in buildings; 

• Pool renovation efforts into large blocks to benefit from economies 

of scale 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CASE STUDY FROM KOVARNO STREET 

 

 

CASE STUDY FROM VALMIERA 
 

 
Valmiera is located about 120 km northeast from Riga 

and about 50 km from the river border of Estonia.  

 

Along the Gauja river several multifamily buildings were built 

in the 70ies and 80ies. Three buildings on the same street, 

built in the same period with the same original project 

design and the same size present an interesting case study. 

 

One building (Nr. 13) was renovated and financed through 

an energy performance contract, the second building (Nr. 11) 

was renovated taking a loan from a commercial bank and the 

process organised by the home owner association and the 

third building (Nr. 9) was not renovated.  

 

The results demonstrated the ESCO company managed to 

deliver more energy savings, implemented more energy 

efficiency measures as well as rehabilitation measures at a 

lower overall cost for the home owners. 

 

Basically, the home owners of building Nr. 13 got an efficient 

and fully renovated building and each month they pay about 

24% less than the building Nr. 11 and basically the same as 

building Nr. 9, which was not renovated.  

The Investment 

(Gaujas 11) 

EUR 224 610 

The Investment 

(Gaujas 13) 

EUR 169 781 

© Copyright 



 

 

 

 

The building 

 

This building belongs to the 103 standard type building and 

it was built in 1975. It is a five storey building with five 

staircases.  The average height of one storey is 2.5 m; the 

total surface area is 4,943.70 m2 of which 3,750 m2 are heated 

in winter. There are 70 apartments in the building. This 103 

building series type is typically characterized by severe 

problem of the brick exterior walls, which after several years 

of exploitation are weathered and cracked. 

 

The project 

 

The building envelope was fully renovated: with the 

installation of thermal insulation on the outer walls (120 mm 

mineral wool panels), of the attic (25 cm loose mineral wool), 

thermal insulation of the basement ceiling (10 cm extruded 

polystyrene), new double-glazed windows and repairing and 

sealing of the doors. Then, other important energy efficiency 

measures included the installation of new boilers, the 

renovation of the space heating system with the installation 

of thermostatic valves and the replacement of the main 

distribution pipes in the basement and attic. The domestic 

hot water circulation system was fully reconstructed using a 

modern and new energy efficient design. Domestic hot water 

meters were installed in staircases. Together with the energy 

efficiency measures a series of additional actions were 

undertaken in order to address serious technical problems as 

well as to improve the aesthetics of the building. For example, 

the roof was renovated, the staircases were plastered and 

repainted, and the balconies were replaced with modern 

design loggias. 

 

The energy savings and comfort 

 

After completion of the construction works, the results are 

closely monitored. The analysis of the collected data showed 

energy savings for space heating of 43.6%. Circulation losses 

for the distribution of domestic hot water have been reduced 

by 94.3%. The total energy savings are then 56.5%. In 

absolute terms this equals to energy savings of 350 MWh or 

92.4 tCO2
 per year. All data are normalized to standard 

weather conditions.The comfort level is also an important 

aspect of the project. The indoor temperature is guaranteed 

by the Energy Service provider and it is monitored and 

maintained between the agreed levels, which around 21.5°C. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Investment 

EUR 276 814 

© Copyright 



 

 

 

 

 Nicholas Stancioff took part in the final conference of the 

project STEPPING - developed across 7 countries to provide 

support for public ESCO procurement. Financial tools that 

complement the process were among the topics he shared his 

experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karolina Loth-Babut 
KAPE Krajowa Agencja 

Poszanowania Energii S.A.

Eloise Stancioff
Ashoka Spain's Climate 

Action Friday

Nicholas Stancioff STEPPING Final Conference

Kiril Raytchev
Alliance for Energy 

Efficiency

FinEERGo-Dom project was presented by Karolina Loth-Babut 

at KAPE Krajowa Agencja Poszanowania Energii S.A. 2-days 

event “Innovations in the field of energy in the aspect of 

climate change and improvement of air quality” during the 

session on innovative financial instruments. 

 

How important is building renovation for climate change in 

Europe? FinEERGo-Dom project was presented at Ashoka 

Spain's Climate Action Friday. Deep renovation of buildings 

could cut 36% of their energy consumption by 2030. This not 

only creates energy efficiency but also healthier communities. 

FinEERGo-Dom makes energy efficiency a priority by focusing 

on communities first. 

 

FinEERGo-Dom was pointed by Kiril Raytchev, Chairman of the 

Alliance for Energy Efficiency (NGO of ESCO companies), as a 

key enabler for the development of the ESCO market in 

Bulgaria in an interview for “Noblesse Oblige” – the magazine 

of the Bulgarian Industrial Association.  

In addition, the ESCO framework was presented as a 

sustainable and scalable mechanism that could be used for 

attracting investments in realization of energy efficiency 

measures and quality of life increase in Bulgaria.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.fineergodom.eu 


